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About DMN3
DMN3 is a lead generation marketing firm with 20+ years of experience in both B2B and B2C sales. We use direct
response, inbound marketing and marketing automation to help deliver sales-ready leads that make our clients
heroes. We’re recognized for both creativity and response from the American Marketing Association, Web Marketing
Association and the Direct Marketing Association. DMN3 is a certified Hubspot Partner with 18 certified inbound
marketers and 16 MECLABS certified email marketing professionals. While platform agnostic, we also work with
marketing automation and CRM systems, including Exact Target, Marketo and Salesforce. As a Google Partner, we
use the analytical tools required to track, report and analyze results to continuously improve ROI.

Direct Response

Inbound Marketing

Marketing Automation
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How to Optimize Email
Marketing for Conversions
In the early days of social media marketing, many predicted the demise of
email. Contrary to those predictions, email is still alive and kicking. Today,
email marketing remains a valuable asset for driving conversions.
In the pages that follow, we’ll take a look at how to make email marketing work
wonders for your business. You’ll learn how to build a healthy list, integrate
email with other channels, and increase engagement through email marketing.
We’ll also discuss how to drive deliverability.

Let’s get started.
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Chapter 1
Five Proven Ways to
		Grow Your Email List
The process of growing your email list can be daunting. But there’s nothing more
important when it comes to email marketing. Before we dive into some examples,
let’s first consider what you shouldn’t do to grow your email list.
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Avoid Buying Email Lists
Be careful when buying email lists. It could harm your delivery rate. It could also get you blacklisted or marked as
spam. Is it worth the risk? We’re guessing it’s not.
Besides, prospects from purchased lists are not as engaged with your brand as those who opted in on their own.
You have to work harder for their attention and, even when they convert, the leads are not as qualified.
Focus on attracting quality leads through ethical, helpful means – by marketing valuable content to your target audience.

Grow Your List the Right Way
Now that you know what to avoid, what should you be doing to expand your email list the right way? For starters, you want to
provide valuable content to your customers. You can do this through active engagement.

1

Here are six proven methods to grow an email marketing list.

Sponsor an Event
Sponsoring a webinar is an effective way to grow your email list and to generate new leads. Invite industry leaders
to present informative material. Most webinars ask participants to complete a form in order to gain access to the event.
This should help you tap into the customer base of non-competing co-sponsors in related fields. This adds a new list
of prospects to your email marketing database.
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Send Email Directly from a Publisher (Third Party)
As stated above, buying a list is risky. However, sending email directly from a publisher works. Third-party emails come from reputable
publishers that will send dedicated email on your behalf. This gives you an implied endorsement from the publisher. If you do not have the
budget for a solo email, consider an Enews sponsorship. The rates are about half the price of a dedicated email send.
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Incentivize with Giveaways

4

Display a Subscription Box on Your Home Page

5

Add a Subscription Link to Blog Posts

You can build a quality email list by giving away freebies. You’re always going to get a huge response rate when you offer free
stuff, so seize the opportunity to grow your email list. Think of an item of value that would entice prospects to exchange their
email address in return for your free offer. Examples of giveaways include: free books, exclusive content and great discounts.

You’re creating awesome content on your website. Leverage your email subscription and make sure readers can sign up with ease. Display
the subscription field in a visible part of your site. Not sure where to display it? Start by putting it in the top right corner of the page. Try A/B
testing the box placement. Minimize distractions around the submission field by removing other widgets that crowd the area.

Your home page isn’t the only place where you should feature an email subscription field. If your
blog is churning content on a regular basis, include an email subscription link at the top right and
bottom of your blog posts. Readers are already checking out your blog content, so this is a good
way to engage them further.
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Use a Dedicated Landing Page
One of the best ways to build a subscriber list is to send customers and prospects to a dedicated
landing page. If you really want to stand out, go a step beyond the run-of-the-mill subscription
box. Instead, create a specialized landing page that customers will love.
Employ a savvy design and make sure your call to action page matches the conversion page
where you’re directing your customers.
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Chapter 2
How to Increase Engagement
How can I increase email engagement? Every marketer has pondered this question
at some point. Luckily, it’s not as daunting as it seems. Here are a few tips on how to
increase engagement through email.
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Define Engagement
In order to create a strategy for boosting engagement, you must first define what it means to your organization. Engagement is typically
the goal of email marketing campaigns, but it’s a broad term. It means different things for different brands. So, define your plan. Are you
measuring engagement on a contact level? Are you tracking it on a conversion level? Whatever the case, be sure to define engagement in
the context of your company to get a clear idea of your email marketing goals.

Segment Your Lists
Prospects are more likely to engage with your email if the content is relevant to their needs. You can
do this easily by segmenting your email lists and sending out targeted, personalized offers to them.
For example, you can separate lists by:

1 Interests

3 Location

By using analytics, you can determine what your leads look like.

Geography plays a vital role in email marketing. When targeting your

How are they interacting with your content? What type of content

leads, consider how their location impacts their services and special

are they viewing? Use this information to send readers what they

events. For example, if you’re inviting customers and prospects to a small

actually want.

trade show, ensure that you’re inviting those who live near the venue.

2 Industry

4 Recency

Your client base consists of brands across various industries. You

Take a page from many publishers’ handbook. Segment your list

wouldn’t market to a brewery the same way you would relate to a

by when the person came on the file.

toy store. They have different goals. Tailor your content to specifically
target your list based on their industry needs and interests.

• Actives • Inactives/Lapsed • Multi-buyers • Hot list (0-90days)

How you segment your lists will depend largely on the nature of your business. The important thing is that you use segmentation to
create campaigns and messages that readers will find relevant.
dmn3.com
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Create Compelling Content
If you want readers to engage with your emails, make them compelling. Explain the
benefits of your product or services in a clear and concise manner. Readers open your
email wondering, “What’s in it for me” “How can this benefit me?” Focus on answering
these questions. Keep your copy brief, readable and engaging.
Another way to grab attention is to personalize the email. For instance, try including the
recipient’s name in the subject field. People are inundated with impersonal marketing
emails all the time. Simply including their name shows that you know something about
them other than their email address.

Encourage Interaction
That’s the goal of email marketing, isn’t it? Like any effective form of communication, email should be a two-way conversation. Don’t just
talk at your customers, encourage them to provide feedback. The feedback you receive from email engagement could help you better
serve your clients. Besides, a reader response has the extra benefit of white listing your emails and keeping you out of their spam folder.
Here are some tips on how to inspire email interaction:

1 Ask a simple, non-rhetorical question
2 Solicit ideas on how you can improve your service
3 Encourage readers to ask you a question
4 Incentivize feedback with a tantalizing offer or giveaway
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User Engagement Ideas
• Many top publishers use Online Polls on their home page and in paid media placements. Here is how this proven technique
works. Publishers ask a few relevant, qualifying questions and collect an email from the responder. Offering a free report or
Enewsletter subscription as an incentive for taking the survey increases response. They also suggest looking for the published
poll results on the website. This drives future website visits.
• Interactive quizzes work well when designed around the interest of your target audience. Always request the responder’s
first name and email. Then take them through a series of 5-10 questions. At the end, direct the user to a landing page with a
special offer.
• Use best practices when displaying an email subscription box. This includes putting the subscription box in a fixed position
throughout your site. Always include an anti-spam link and verbiage under the submit button. The location of your email
subscription box is critical. Eye tracking studies show that it’s best to put the box at the top right portion of the webpage,
above the fold.
• Use your readers to help spread the word. Include a “Forward to a Friend” function in all of your emails.
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Chapter 3
Integrating Email with Other
		Marketing Channels
Email marketing is most effective when you combine it with other channels. You
should strive to integrate your email campaign with social media, search and mobile
marketing. It’s easier than you think.
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Connect Email and Social Media
Include social media sharing buttons in your marketing emails. Adding social buttons
allows your prospects and customers to click through to your social pages and
interact with all the valuable content you offer.
Email also gives you an opportunity to turn your social media presence into a
marketing asset. For example, try placing a call to action on your Facebook page
encouraging fans to sign up for your email newsletter.

Integrate Mobile with Email
It’s surprising how many marketers fail to integrate mobile with email. A Marketing Sherpa study discovered that only 21% of marketers
combine mobile and email. Compare that with the 75% who integrate website with email, or the 56% who blend social media marketing
with email marketing.
The gap is understandable: mobile requires planning and investment. However, mobile and email integration is worth the commitment.
Set your business apart by making mobile and email work hand in hand.

You can increase the effectiveness of email and
mobile integration in the following ways:

1. Ensure the readability of your site across multiple devices (smartphones, tablets, etc.).
2. Customize email messaging for mobile users. Remember to offer both a plain text and
an HTML version of the email.

3. Optimize the landing pages included in your mobile emails.
4. Make your call to action links clickable via mobile devices. A customer should be able
to call or email you by following the links on your mobile site.
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Chapter 4
How to Drive Deliverability
Pushing “send” is the easy part. Now comes the tricky part: deliverability. When we talk
about deliverability in marketing, it measures the rates of click-through success your
email generates.
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To maximize deliverability take the following steps:

Clean Your Lists
Just how valuable is a clean list? The Email Marketing Industry Census of 2013, based on a survey of over
1,300 online marketers, discovered that the biggest factor cited in improving deliverability is clean and upto-date lists (58%). Your email lists will decay over time. People move, change jobs and sometimes stop
interacting with your email content for one reason or another (no longer relevant, too many emails, etc.)
Take these factors into consideration and keep your lists updated. Immediately remove bounced emails
and unsubscribers. Every quarter, remove unresponsive email addresses from your main file. This will
improve over-all deliverability and open rates. Create a separate file for a re-engagement campaign. This
new file of inactive subscribers should receive separate messaging with unique content and offers.

Give Readers an Exit Route
Your goal is to minimize the number of users who unsubscribe from your service. Readers mostly unsubscribe because
they are receiving more email content than they’d like. Give them an option to receive fewer emails during the
unsubscribe process and you might change a few minds.

Monitor Your Sender Score
A sender’s reputation plays a major role in deliverability. Use email verification to ensure that you are
targeting customers who want to hear from you. When you send irrelevant content to readers, they
unsubscribe or, worse, flag you as spam. When this happens, your sender score takes a hit.
Monitor your sender score with a service like senderscore.org. The service works like a credit report,
updating your score to reflect how people are interacting with your emails. It rates and scores the
reputation of every outgoing mail-server address. It’s important to monitor your score because
it determines how servers treat your emails. Take these factors into consideration and keep your lists
updated. Delete defunct email addresses and keep bounced emails to a minimum.
dmn3.com
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Conclusion
The key to successful email campaigns is to follow best marketing practices. Put
yourself in the customer’s position. Think about how you would react to your own email
marketing campaign. Is it compelling and engaging? Are your emails personalized?
Keep your lists clean and up to date so your reputation doesn’t suffer. Don’t forget to
integrate email marketing with analytics to ensure that you are targeting the right leads
and nurturing existing ones. Every marketer wants an engaged audience that drives
conversions.

Instituting these tips will move you
closer to your goals.
If you’d like to talk about how DMN3 could help you generate more revenue from your
marketing, please contact Pam Lockard at pam.lockard@dmn3.com or 832-844-2645.
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